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ABSTRACT  

 

Issue of transition to cloud infrastructure is very actual for most of small and medium-sized businesses. 

But it is important to determine economic effectiveness of this transition before implementing of 

migration process. 
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1 GENERAL 

 

The main goal of this study is the definition of assessment criteria for evaluating the economic efficiency 

of cloud computing for small and medium business and creation of a program (efficiency calculator) 

based on this study. 

During study the input parameters for efficiency calculator were determined. All the input parameters 

should be divided to six categories: inputs determined by user, inputs for server cost calculations, inputs 

for storage cost calculations, inputs for networking cost calculations, inputs for power cost calculations 

and inputs for real estate calculations. 

To determine the effectiveness of the implementation of cloud computing as a percentage financial 

return on a technology investment is the traditional ROI formula [2] was used: 
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The first value to determine is a value of invested capital (Transformation costs), which can be found 

by allocation of input parameters to three groups: CapEx, OpEx and VM cost, for each of which the 

formula for calculating of the total cost were developed. 

CapEx = Host hardware server cost + Host networking hardware costs + Host storage costs + 

Virtualization software license costs + Host operating system license costs + Applicable third-party 

license and integration costs 

OpEx = Power and cooling costs + Datacenter space costs + Virtualization software support costs + 

Host operating system support costs + Third-party software support costs + IT administrative time costs 

VM = CapEx + OpEx = Total cost of ownership / Number of virtual machines 

Further calculations led to the creation of the calculator, which provides information about the 

effectiveness of the implementation of cloud systems in percentage and information about the period of 

cost recovery. All this allows the owners of small and medium-sized businesses to imagine in what 

direction it is better to develop the IT infrastructure in the next 3 years. 
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2 CONCLUSION  

 

The notion that the transition to cloud computing leads to significant cost reduction is not always true, but 

in most cases it is favourably. So, before starting of the migration process, it is required to determine what 

is in store for the company. Economic efficiency calculator will give managers of enterprises an 

opportunity to visualize how beneficial this transition is, as well as to determine the return on investment, 

without the help of consulting firms.  
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